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I wish to thank the current members of my doctoral committee: Dr. Mary Karen Clardy, 
Professor Eugene Migliaro Corporon, and Dr. Andrew Trachsel for their guidance with this pro-
ject. I would also like to thank Professor Kathleen Reynolds for serving on my committee prior 
to her retirement from the University of North Texas, and Dr. Daphne Capparelli Gerling for her 
valuable insight throughout this process. Additionally, my heartfelt thanks goes to Anthony Plog. 
My first exposure to Anthony Plog’s Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble came when 
I heard Dr. Brian Luce’s recording of the work with the University of Arizona’s Wind Ensemble 
in the early 2000’s. I was captivated by the expansive lyricism throughout the work and the ver-
satility of the solo flute line. I can remember driving between Flagstaff and Sedona, Arizona, 
with the volume turned up in my car, windows rolled down, dreaming of someday being able to 
perform the work myself. Performing this concerto with the North Texas Wind Symphony in 
2019 is an honor and experience I will not forget. 
In my research, I found it interesting that there are only a handful of substantial works for 
solo flute and wind ensemble that are not transcriptions. Given how large the demand is for new 
works for wind ensembles, it is my hope that this project will not only bring exposure to this 





Anthony Plog’s Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble (1986/2019) is a substantial but 
relatively unknown work from the composer’s early compositional period. It is a significant 
composition that deserves wider exposure and recognition in the repertoire for solo flute and 
wind ensemble. Revisions made by the North Texas Wind Symphony and myself as the soloist, 
and additional musical content written by the composer for the recent performance of the con-
certo, provide an important and unique opportunity to mark this concerto as a standard in the 
genre. 
This doctoral document includes a critical edition of the solo flute part that contains these 
significant updates. Additionally this document presents artistic insight by highlighting the inter-
sections of Bach and jazz throughout the concerto. I was fortunate enough to interview Plog prior 
to writing this document. During the interview, Plog consistently mentioned his fascination with 
the flute’s ability to imitate any timbre and character, as well as its virtuosic capabilities. He 
stated that his intention in writing this concerto was to capture as much of this versatility as pos-
sible. 
The number of works written for solo flute and wind ensemble is minimal. The demand 
for works of quality in this genre is high. To date, only a handful of substantial original works for 
flute and wind ensemble exist: Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble (1963) by Henk Badings 
(1907-1987), A Lindisfarne Rhapsody (1997) by Philip Sparke (b. 1951), Songbook for Flute and 
Wind Ensemble (2000) by David Maslanka (1943-2017), Concertino Pastorale (2001) by Phillip 
Wilby (b. 1949), The Shadow of Sirius (2010) by Joel Puckett (b. 1977), Silver Lining (2017) by 
Frank Ticheli (b. 1958), and Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble (1986/2019) by Anthony 
Plog. Plog, the North Texas Wind Symphony, and I made significant updates to the work in 
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2019, providing additional support for the concerto as a standard in this genre. 
The demand for compositions in this genre is evident. Ticheli’s concerto for flute and 
wind ensemble, Silver Lining, was performed over seventeen times in the two years following its 
2017 premiere.1 These performances included high-profile wind ensembles and soloists such as 
The Dallas Winds (Marianne Gedigian, soloist), the North Texas Wind Symphony (Jim Walker, 
soloist), and the University of Texas at Austin’s Wind Ensemble (Marianne Gedigian, soloist). It 
was also featured at several high-profile conventions including the Midwest Clinic in 2017 and 
three College Band Directors National Association conferences in 2018, further supporting the 
desire for works in this genre. Providing flutists with an updated version of Plog’s concerto will 
contribute significantly to filling this need. 
Many composers have combined elements of classical music and jazz. Claude Bolling 
(1930-2020) and Mike Mower (b. 1958) have written works for flute that blend classical and jazz 
styles with a focus on bringing jazz style and colors to the forefront of the composition. A jazz 
pianist, Bolling wrote Suite for Flute and Jazz Trio (1973) for French flutist Jean-Pierre Rampal 
(1922-2000), who had no formal jazz training. In an interview with Allan Kozinn of the New 
York Times, Bolling states about his hybrid jazz-classical compositions, “Although I began writ-
ing these pieces just for fun, I now realize that they serve another purpose. They allow these per-
formers to add new material in a classical style to their repertories, music with plenty of melody 
and, because of the jazz element, a new kind of sound.” 2 
 
1 Pilato, Nikk, Andrew McMahan and Dave Strickler. “Silver Lining.” The Wind Repertory Project. This data is 
pulled from The Wind Repertory Project, which is an international database that tracks the performances of every 
major work written for wind ensemble, including Silver Lining. 
2 Kozinn, Allan. “Mixing Jazz and Classic Styles.” The New York Times, March 21, 1982. Allan Kozinn presents 
insights into Bolling’s jazz compositions in the New York Times article “Mixing Jazz and Classical Styles.” In this 
article, Bolling discusses the process of transferring jazz concepts to the classical medium and how this combination 
of styles opened a door of artistic expression for his colleagues. 
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Likewise, in the performance notes for Sonata Latino (1994) Mower states “It is not in-
tended to be a purist representation of the idiom, but to sound how a contemporary latin/jazz im-
provising duo might play at a gig. I hoped to capture something of the personality of each coun-
try in the music.”3 Similarly, in the preface to Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble, Plog 
states that the intention of this work is to “express the many moods of the flute.”4 During the 
course of our interview, this intention became more evident as he described the sources of inspi-
ration for this work. 
Fascinated by the flute’s ability to create a multitude of colors ranging from the deep tim-
bres of the baroque flute found in Georg Philipp Telemann’s (1681-1767) Canonic Duets (1752) 
to the brilliant timbres of the flute in Ottorino Respighi’s (1879-1936) Pines of Rome (1924), 
Plog presents this versatility in Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble. Additionally, Plog de-
picts the varying styles of Johann Sebastian Bach’s (1685-1750) chorales and Chicago-style jazz 
throughout the concerto. Although no specific pieces are quoted in the concerto, the colors and 
musical gestures found throughout were intended to capture the personality of these genres and 
the flute's ability to portray both genres successfully. 
Throughout Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble, Plog employs a strong approach to 
 
3 In the performance notes provided by the composer at the beginning of his work, Mower discusses the 
compositional process for Sonata Latino. Although he aimed to blend the improvisatory nature of certain aspects of 
Latin-American music, Mower transcribed the music to accommodate accessibility for a wide array of performers. 
Both Bolling and Mower allude to the limitations classical music notation can present when aiming to preserve the 
integrity of both mediums. Both Bolling and Mower also mention the increase in artistic expression that becomes 
available to the performers by this crossover of genres. 
4 In his preface to Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble, Plog describes the purpose of this concerto as an 
“expression of the many moods of the flute.” During our interview, Plog elaborated on this directive by giving 
examples of specific works and personal experiences that shaped this concerto. 
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composition, making the concerto easily accessible for soloists and ensembles.5 Plog uses alter-
nating lines between instruments within the ensemble and writes with attention to voicing. These 
composition strategies prevent fatigue, ensuring successful performances of the work. The piece 
uses the standard instrumentation of the American Wind Symphony Orchestra.6  This allows the 
work to be programmed by a wide array of wind ensembles, and finally, the flute solo does not 
require amplification or the use of extended techniques, enabling it to be performed by a broad 
range of flutists. 
The piece is accessible for soloist and ensemble, providing performance suggestions for 
the soloist creates a platform for this critical edition to gain additional recognition. Pedagogical 
collections such as Jeanne Baxtresser’s (b. 1947) Orchestral Excerpts for the Flute Volume One 
(1998) and Volume Two (2018) and Jack Wellbaum’s (1922-2011) Orchestral Excerpts for the 
Piccolo (2000), published by Theodore Presser as part of their orchestral excerpts series for all 
wind instruments, provide critical editions for orchestral excerpts paired with pedagogical strate-
gies for each excerpt. The success of this series, among several series similar in nature, suggests 
that including pedagogical insight in the critical edition of Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensem-
ble will enable it to reach a larger audience.  
 
5 Plog, Anthony. “Testimonials.” https://www.anthonyplog.com/teaching/testimonials. Testimonials from Plog’s 
website include: Joe Alessi, Principal Trombone of the New York Philharmonic, states that “Tony Plog is one of the 
best pedagogues in the world. I highly recommend you check out his new teaching website.” Daniel Perantoni, 
Provost Professor of Tuba at Indiana University, states, “Learn from one of the most important artist / teacher / 
composers of our time. Students of all instruments will highly benefit from studying with Tony Plog.” William 
Johnson, Professor Emeritus, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo; Past President, World 
Association for Symphonic Bands and Ensembles, states, “I attended a workshop by Tony Plog, where I was given 
practical tools of how to build resonance and sonority in both the brass and woodwind sections. Tony is a world-
class composer, trumpet player, and educator.” 
6 Although there is no source to cite for this claim, it is widely known and understood within the wind band 
community that the American Wind Symphony Orchestra does not use saxophone or euphonium in their ensemble. 
The ensemble also does not typically program works that require extensive additional personnel or instruments due 
to the size limitations of the floating stage. 
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CONCERTO FOR FLUTE AND WIND ENSEMBLE 
Anthony Plog has long been recognized for his brass compositions, however, one of his 
earliest works is Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble. In November 2020, I had the 
opportunity to interview Plog about this composition. He discussed in-depth his desire to create a 
work that showcased the versatility of the flute. He discussed his fascination with the flexibility 
of the flute, from the sonorous sounds of the low register to the vibrant bell-like sounds of the 
upper register are examples of the vast array of colors the flute can produce. Plog also mentioned 
being inspired by the articulation capabilities of the flute.  
Throughout the concerto, the composer’s intent to portray the many moods of the flute is 
evident. The work opens with an expansive phrase for unaccompanied flute. As the clarinet and 
oboe enter with solo lines that dialogue with the solo flute line, the flute is given an opportunity 
to match and blend with the timbres of the clarinet and oboe (Movement I, measures 8-16). As 
the first movement develops, the opening pastorale shifts to a more somber character supported 
by muted horns (Movement I, measure 17), and the solo flute continues its ascending line, the 
solo clarinet allows for the flute to match its color and character. 
The first allusion to jazz begins with the solo flute (Movement I, measure 30) and the 
character of the solo flute becomes edgy with the addition of a clarinet (Movement I, measure 
38). As this section develops, a second jazz-like character emerges in the solo flute and is dou-
bled in the glockenspiel (Movement I, measure 51). The bright timbre of this section is reminis-
cent of George Gershwin’s (1898-1937) works that depict the hustle and bustle of the big city. 
Plog develops these themes undergo a small development, but the character of the music remains 
brilliant and bright through the section. 
The dissonant brass chorale combines elements of the opening jazz section, while the 
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crisp sixteenth notes found in the bassoons and trumpets allude to the character of the second 
jazz section (Movement I, measure 67). This section builds upon itself until measure 100, when 
the flute introduces an Resphigi-like character. As the first movement ends, the first jazz theme 
is reintroduced in the brass but is abruptly interrupted by a cadenza for the solo flute (Movement 
I, measure 136). This cadenza combines the colors and character of the first movement and intro-
duces material that is developed in later movements. This first cadenza provides the soloist with 
the opportunity to use the operatic character that the flute can portray, and the piano enters in the 
final few measures of the cadenza and leads directly into the opening chorale of the second 
movement. 
Throughout the first section of the second movement, the wind ensemble performs block 
chorales like those in J. S. Bach’s cantatas, and the solo flute above this chorale is similar to solo 
vocal lines and instrumental descants found in Bach’s choral works (Movement II, measure 12). 
As the solo oboe enters and the ensemble tapers off (Movement II, measures 12-22), the solo 
flute and oboe perform a duet reminiscent of Bach’s oratorios and Telemann’s canonical sonatas. 
This duet leads into the expansive climax of the second movement, with the solo flute communi-
cating a sense of longing over the returning brass chorale (Movement II, measures 22-42). 
The mood shifts next to an eerie tone with material from the earlier solo flute and oboe 
duet, this time performed by the solo flute and clarinet (Movement II, measures 43-48). The 
brass section enters with the chorale, followed by the glockenspiel that begins the transition into 
a joyful section reminiscent of Gustav Mahler’s (1860-1911) themes (Movement II, measures 
55-61). The sleigh bells repeat material from the first flute cadenza, adding to the sense of joy 
(Movement II, measure 61), and this material from the first flute cadenza continues in the wind 
ensemble, with the solo flute line providing a descant (Movement II, measures 63-79). The 
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tempo slows and leads into a return to the main chorale, this time appearing in the clarinets 
(Movement II, measure 84). The movement ends with a brief two-measure flute cadenza that 
leads directly into the third and final movement. 
While the first and second movements showcase the lyrical characteristics of the flute, 
the third movement presents another aspect of the flute’s versatility: articulation. The opening 
theme of the third movement recurs throughout the movement, interspersed with material remi-
niscent of themes from earlier movements in the concerto. This material continues until a new 
jazz-like theme is introduced (Movement III, measures 64-72). This theme serves as a transition 
into the closing material (Movement III, measure 106). 
The introduction of the brushed snare drum and cup-muted trumpets sets up the solo flute 
for a jazz-inspired theme (Movement III, measure 114). The flute is able to use an unclear tone 
to create a sense of Chicago-style improvised jazz (Movement III, measure 139). The final ca-
denza of the solo flute allows the flute to freely play jazz material from the third movement be-
fore the brushed snare drum enters once again (Movement III, measure 149). The wind ensemble 
joins the duo for the final measures of the concerto, which closes with a last restatement of the 




WHERE BACH MEETS JAZZ 
Throughout Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble, Plog interweaves the use of block 
chords and descant voicing similar to those in Johann Sebastian Bach’s chorales,7 and although 
there are no direct quotations, the influence of these chorales is evident. Bach chorales are recog-
nized for their clarity of expression and influence on many composers, whether directly or indi-
rectly.8 The clarity of expression in these chorales is evident in the second movement of the Con-
certo for Flute and Wind Ensemble with the use of block chords and homorhythms that alternate 
between brass sections. An embellished line in the solo flute part above this chorale is a further 
development of the descant that originated with faux bourdon that was modified and used fre-
quently by Bach throughout his chorales and cantatas.9 
The incorporation of Chicago-style jazz is apparent in the third movement of the con-
certo, and the introduction of the snare drum at the end of the flute cadenza is reflective of the 
slow reintegration of the ensemble after an improvisatory section in Chicago-style jazz.10 Addi-
tionally, the shift between southern laid-back jazz and northern industrial jazz in the cadenza and 
 
7 In our interview, Plog stated that he had a long-time love of Bach chorales and that although there are no direct or 
intentional quotations of these chorales in the concerto, he draws musical inspiration from those works. He also 
mentioned the same was true of Chicago-style jazz. 
8 Grew, Sydney. "The Significance of the Bach Chorale." Music & Letters 14, no. 4 (1933): 313-17. In her article, 
“The Significance of the Bach Chorale,” Sydney Grew discusses the influences of Bach’s chorales on congregants 
and composers, including Bach’s contemporaries and composers up through Igor Stravinsky. Grew discusses the 
simplicity of the Bach chorale and the effect this simplicity has on communicating the deeper meaning of the 
chorale to the listener. Grew, pp. 314-316. 
9 McKenzie, Duncan. "Concerning Descant and Faux Bourdon." Music Supervisors' Journal 19, no. 5 (1933): 24-26. 
Duncan McKenzie discusses the development of the discant of faux bourdon into the descant line as a “very free 
fifth-species counterpoint” in his article “Concerning Descant and Faux Bourdon.” Plog utilizes this technique in 
Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble. 
10 Dinerstein, Joel. Jazz: A Quick Immersion: 46-71. In Jazz: A Quick Immersion, Joel Dinerstein discusses the 
development of Chicago jazz and specifically mentions this slow re-integration of instruments at the end of 
improvisatory sections, as well as the blend of southern laid-back jazz and northern industrial jazz in the mid-1900’s 
Chicago-style jazz. Dinerstein also mentions the use of fast technique that Plog employs in the new material written 
at the end of the concerto. 
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the rhythms of the snare drum are indicative of mid-1900’s Chicago-style jazz which Plog stated 




THE SOLO FLUTE 
The flute is a versatile instrument that possesses the ability to change timbres and articu-
lation to fit the character of the music. Modifications by Theobald Boehm (1974-1881) and his 
contemporaries afforded the flute an increase in technical aptitude and timbral flexibility, making 
it competitive with stringed instruments.11 As such, the flute does possess “many moods” as 
mentioned by Plog in his forward to the concerto. 
In our interview, Plog discussed his desire to display this flexibility and versatility of the 
flute in this concerto.12 He conveys ten main moods found within the solo flute part of this con-
certo: pastorale, somber, edgy, joyful, foreboding, pensive, powerful, eerie, articulate, and jazzy. 
Additionally within each of these characters Plog provides the solo flute with opportunities to 
change timbre to match the color and character of the instruments playing with it. The ability of 
the flute to blend and match the timbres of other instruments is another of Plog’s intentions in 
this concerto. 
The opening of the concerto is in a pastorale character for the flute and this timbre is 
characterized by its warm sound and slow, rich vibrato. It is a resonant sound that envelopes the 
performers and audience, and this opening mood returns in the first cadenza. This pastorale sec-
tion is followed by a somber mood in the flute in a character which is marked by a darkness of 
tone that is slightly muted and almost without vibrato (Movement I, measures 17-29; see Ex. 1). 
The last four notes of measure 29 are emphatic in quality as they lead into the next section. 
 
11 Toff, Nancy. The Development of the Modern Flute: complete. Throughout her book, The Development of the 
Modern Flute (1979), Nancy Toff (b. 1955) discusses the modifications introduced by Boehm and how these 
modifications affected the sound and technical aptitude of the flute. 
12 The claims presented in this chapter are based on discussions Plog and I had during his interview. Throughout the 
interview, Plog described his fascination with the flute’s ability to create different timbres and articulations. Plog 
cited many sources of inspiration. As stated in the forward to the concerto, his premise for writing this concerto was 
to encapsulate and present “the many moods of the flute.” 
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Example 1: Plog, Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble Movement I, mm. 19-31 
 
 
In the third section, the solo flute line is no longer warm, but instead sits on the edge of 
the sound, with minimal vibrato and intensity in articulation (Movement I, measures 30-58). Fol-
lowing this section, the flute presents a joyful mood, which returns in the second and third move-
ments, and maintains this vibrant timbre the solo weaves in and out of the texture of the ensem-
ble (Movement I, measures 59-135; see Ex. 2). 
The fifth mood of the flute is foreboding. This character is introduced in the first phrase 
of the cadenza, and reappears in the second movement. The hollow timbre begins with shallow 
vibrato, and shifts into a pensive mood in a dark tone to match the entrance of the oboe (measure 
6). As the duet between the flute and oboe concludes, the flute emerges with a powerful sound 






Example 2: Plog, Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble Movement I, mm. 42-67 
 
 




The eighth character is eerie, characterized by a shallow timbre with minimal vibrato in 
the solo flute that is handed to the cup-muted trumpets (Movement II, measures 44-50; see Ex. 
4). The flute plays three measures that are emphatic as they transition into the fourth mood: joy-
ful (Movement II, measures 59-62). The music remains joyful until it shifts back into a pensive 
mood (Movement II, measure 84). This character continues through the final solo flute cadenza 
of the movement. 




The third movement opens with the articulate character (Movement III, measures 1-38; 
see Ex. 5). This ninth mood is filled with anticipation and lightness of timbre and articulation in 
both the solo flute line and the ensemble, and continues until the joyful character returns to the 
solo flute (Movement III, measures 39-99). Interjections of the articulate character follow until 
the first statement of the jazz mood (Movement III, measure 110). 
Example 5: Plog, Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble Movement III, mm. 1-14 
 
 
Although allusions to jazz are found earlier in the concerto, this character is not fully ap-
parent in the solo flute line until measure 114, and this timbre is characterized by a brilliant and 
slightly unclear color with light, unobtrusive articulation. The cadenza continues this color in a 
slightly grittier sound quality (Movement III, measure 143; see Ex. 6) and the concerto ends with 
a brief statement of the opening articulation motif in the solo flute. 
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Another important facet of this concerto is the construction of the material for the wind 
ensemble. Plog gave careful consideration to the accessibility of the work for the ensemble, as 
well as careful thought to the flute’s limitations as he composed.13 Throughout the concerto, Plog 
employs the use of alternating voices, instrument families, and scoring. These compositional 
techniques prevent fatigue in the ensemble, and they create space for the solo flute to project 
without being covered by the ensemble or forcing the flutist to project. 
Alternating Voices 
Alternating voices between different players within the same instrument section mini-
mizes fatigue for the performers. This fatigue can occur both in technical passages or in lyrical 
passages. This compositional technique aids in making the work accessible for performers of all 
skill levels. 
The first appearance of alternating voices occurs in the clarinets when the theme rotates 
between the three clarinet parts to prevent technical fatigue in the performers (measures 110-
119). The second appearance occurs in the clarinets when the theme is divided between the first 
and second clarinets for ease in breath control during this long passage (Movement II, measures 
43-47). The third alternation of voices occurs between the xylophone and the glockenspiel 
(Movement III, measures 50-63). Although percussion have no need for breath-control, alternat-
ing voices in this passage allows for greater accuracy during repeated technical motifs. The 
fourth time Plog utilizes alternating voices is in the bassoons to alleviate both technical and tonal 
fatigue for the performers (Movement III, measures 72-79). 
 
13 The ideas presented in this chapter are based on discussions Plog and I had during his interview. During our 
interview, Plog discussed in-depth his desire to create a work that was easily accessible for all performers. He 
explained the process and criteria he used when he composed this work. 
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The fifth appearance of alternating voices occurs between the flutes and the clarinets 
(Movement III, measures 80-95). The flutes and clarinets double one another and alternate 
voices within each section. The sixth appearance of alternating voices occurs in the trumpets and 
horns, and like the flute and clarinet passage that immediately precedes it, the trumpets and horns 
double one another and alternate voices within each section (Movement III, measures 96-105). 
The final example of alternating voices occurs between the xylophone and the glockenspiel 
(Movement III, measures 181-182). 
Instrument Families and Voicing 
In our interview, Plog mentioned his desire to compose music that is accessible for per-
formers. Throughout Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble, he uses instrument families and 
specific voicing within these families to produce this result. Additionally, by writing music that 
does not utilize the extreme ranges of instrument families, Plog also enables the performers to 
blend and balance with ease. 
Specific examples of Plog’s use of instrument families within the ensemble occur 
throughout the concerto. The flutes and clarinets create a cascading tone cluster (Movement I, 
measures 6-9). Beginning in measure 10, these two instrument families provide a static accompa-
niment for the solo flute line and the music in these measures is written primarily in the middle 
register for both the flutes and clarinets. A similar static accompaniment occurs in (Movement I, 
measures 17-22) and this time, instrument families are grouped together are the clarinets, bas-
soons, and horns. The trombones enter with a chorale (Movement I, measure 21) joined by the 
trumpets (Movement I, measure 23). 
The instrument family shifts to upper woodwinds: flutes, oboes and clarinets (Movement 
I, measure 30), with uniform rhythms written in the middle register for these instruments. The 
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instrument families split apart, and the flutes and oboes continue with previously stated material 
(Movement I, measure 38). The clarinets, bassoons, and xylophone play the material introduced 
by the solo flute (Movement I, measure 30). The first and second trumpets provide off-beats, 
while the third and fourth trumpets provide a counter-melody to the clarinets and bassoons, and 
the low brass have a jazz-inspired bass line. The piano provides rhythmic support for the first 
and second trumpets and low brass. The upper woodwinds, xylophone, and piano are silent, and 
the horns are reintroduced with the entire brass section creating a large rhythm section (Move-
ment I, measure 47). The first and second trumpets, horns, and trombones perform off-beats, 
while the third and fourth trumpets, third and fourth horns, third trombone, bass trombone, tuba, 
and snare drum sound on the beat, continuing until the upper woodwinds enter with material 
from earlier in movement one (Movement I, measure 59-66). 
The trumpets and trombones introduce a chorale (Movement I, measure 67), and above 
this, the clarinets and bassoons perform fanfare-like interjections until taking over the chorale 
theme (Movement I, measure 75). At this point, the bassoons, trumpets, and percussion begin 
fanfare-like interjections that transition into the first and second clarinets playing a return of the 
solo flute theme (Movement I, measure 30). 
The clarinets, horns, trombones, and tuba perform fragments of the opening chorale of 
the second movement (Movement I, measures 89-99), and above this chorale, the flutes, oboes, 
trumpets, and xylophone perform rolling triplets. The ensemble brings a return of the music from 
Movement I, measure 38 (Movement I, measure 100-121). In this statement, the main theme is 
found in the clarinets, while the accompaniment part is in the first and second trumpets playing 
material from the solo flute theme from Movement I, measure 30. The flutes and oboes replace 
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the clarinets who play the accompaniment part together with the trumpets (Movement I, measure 
130-136). 
Compared to the first and third movements, the second movement contains fewer specific 
examples of instrument family pairings throughout the movement, however, it contains the clear-
est example of instrument family pairings. The first sixty-one measures of Movement II contain 
an ensemble chorale alternating between woodwinds and brass, and this chorale is written in the 
middle register of the instruments. First heard in Movement I, measure 89, the chorale appears in 
the trumpets, flutes, and oboes alternate with the fourth phrase of the solo flute’s first cadenza 
(Movement II, measures 62-83). Plog pairs the clarinets and horns in a joyful theme (Movement 
II, measures 72-83), followed by the closing material for the movement marked by a restatement 
of the chorale in the clarinets (Movement II, measure 84). 
As in the first and second movements, the third movement is written in the middle regis-
ter for all instruments within the ensemble, making it easily accessible for all skill levels. The 
flutes, oboes, bass clarinet, and bassoons provide a static syncopated accompaniment for the solo 
flute (Movement III, measures 35-48). This accompaniment is taken over by the trumpets, trom-
bones, bass trombone, and tuba (Movement III, measures 49-63), and during this section, the 
woodwinds provide a carpet of sound with block chords that add color to the accompaniment. 
The bass clarinet, bassoons, and horns are paired together for a chorale, accompanied by 
the flutes and clarinets playing a triplet motor rhythm (Movement III, measures 80-87). The cho-
rale continues in the trumpets, trombones, bass trombone, and tuba, with trumpets and horns 
playing the triplet motor rhythm (Movement III, measures 88-95). Following this statement of 
the chorale, the clarinets, accompanied by the horns on the triplet motor rhythm, begin a third it-
eration of the chorale (Movement III, measure 96). The clarinets are joined by the flutes and 
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oboes, while the horns are joined by the trumpets and xylophone playing the triplet motor rhythm 
(Movement III, measures 100-104). 
The opening articulation theme from the third movement returns in the trumpets and 
horns (Movement III, measures 106-109). The bass clarinet, bassoons, and horns introduce a 
jazz-like bass line (Movement III, measures 110-117), and this bass line continues in the flutes, 
trumpets, and xylophone (Movement III, measures 118-121). The oboes, clarinets, and glocken-
spiel continue with this line (Movement III, measures 118-125), and the final iteration of this 
jazz-like bass line occurs in the bass clarinet, bassoons, trombones, bass trombone, and tuba 
(Movement III, measures 127-130). 
The brass section performs a combination of the solo flute motif together with the open-
ing articulation theme from the third movement (Movement III, measures 131-140), and Plog al-
ternates between parts within each brass instrument to avoid fatigue in the players. The flutes, 
oboes, bassoons, trombones, and bass trombone play the material from the solo flute cadenza in 
Movement III, measure 144 (Movement III, measure 153) and the flutes and oboes finish playing 
when the trumpets enter into this material beginning (Movement III, measure 156). The clarinets, 
bass clarinet, and horns perform a chorale similar to that found in Movement II, measures 50 
through 55. This continues untilt he closing material begins (Movement III, measure 166). 
The closing section of the concerto combines a chorale in the trumpets, trombones, and 
bass trombone with the jazz-like bass line (Movement III, measure 110), that appears in the 
flutes, oboes, clarinets, and xylophone (Movement III, measures 166-174). A brief interjection of 
a triplet motor rhythm in the flutes, oboes, clarinets, horns and xylophone (Movement III, 
measures 175-176) and The main articulation theme returns to finish out the concerto (Move-




THE CRITICAL EDITION 
Throughout the preparation process, I was in direct contact with Plog regarding the crea-
tion of new material at the end of the concerto, implementation of new material for the ensemble 
created by the North Texas Wind Symphony, and decisions regarding phrasing, articulation, and 
artistic interpretation in the solo flute part. These concepts are not found in the edition currently 
available through the publisher, but are included in the critical edition created for this document 
(see appendix herein).   
For the April 2019 performance, Plog composed a section of new music that fills in a 
large gap for the soloist in measures 153 through 177 in the third movement (see Ex. 7).  




This new material for the soloist created a strong finish to the work in several ways. First, by fill-
ing in this large gap, the soloist is able to participate in performing in the culmination of the 
work. Second, the technical demands of the new material create an opportunity for the soloist to 
demonstrate additional technical prowess. Third, the new material presents fresh musical ideas 
that engage the performers and audience members. 
Professor Corporon and the North Texas Wind Symphony made a substantial adjustment 
to the score by creating a marimba part that doubled the alternating horn lines (Movement III, 
measures 96-105). The incorporation of this material supported the horn line while adding clarity 
of articulation that stabilized the internal pulse of the ensemble. 
Additionally, I edited the complete solo flute part to better accommodate phrasing and 
artistic interpretation throughout. The opening seven measures of the concerto serve as an exam-
ple of some of these changes. The challenges presented in the original manuscript included 
breathing and dynamics required to create the rich, pastorale sound for this passage. Adding 






Successful preparation of Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble requires endurance and 
accuracy in three main areas: tone, technique and phrasing, and articulation. The first movement 
contains colorful lyrical passages and technical passages aided by phrasing decisions. The sec-
ond movement requires endurance for long, sustained phrases, and the third movement show-
cases the flutist’s command of articulation. 
There are several tools that aid in making informed decisions in preparation of this work. 
The purpose of including the following strategies is to equip the performer with tools necessary 
for successful performance of the work in the areas of tone, technique and phrasing, and articula-
tion. Although there are a multitude of pedagogical resources that would be helpful in creating 
this chapter, I have chosen three main resources: Tone Development Through Interpretation 
(1962) by Marcel Moyse (1889-1984), The 28 Day Warm-Up Book for All Flutists (2008) by 
Paul Edmund-Davies (birthdate unknown), and Sound in Motion (2007) by David McGill (1963). 
Marcel Moyse wrote two books that focus on development of tone on the flute: On So-
nority: Art and Technique (1934) and Tone Development Through Interpretation. Both books are 
beneficial for development of flexibility and control of tone and vibrato. Mastery of these con-
cepts enables the soloist to create the colors required throughout the concerto, and of specific 
note is the demand that the soloist connect large intervals fluidly with with consistent tone 
throughout the work. Tone Development Through Interpretation includes several exercises to de-
velop the flutist’s ability to pass between large intervals effortlessly.14 
 
14 Moyse, Marcel. Tone Development Through Interpretation. Moyse’s notes to the performer at the beginning of 
Tone Development Through Interpretation state that the purpose of these exercises is for “the study of expression, 
vibrato, color, suppleness and their application to different styles.” This particular study is taken from the section 




Flutist Paul Edmund-Davies provides techniques for flutists to develop articulation fluid-
ity, speed, and endurance in The 28 Day Warm-Up Book. During the compositional period in 
which he wrote this concerto, Plog was fascinated by the ability of the flute to articulate rapidly. 
So, he wrote significant portions of the third movement to showcase the technique of double-
tonguing.15 The exercises from Edmund-Davies’s book can be used to build endurance, speed, 
and fluidity of articulation for successful performance of passages within the third movement of 
Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble. 
In his book, Sound in Motion, David McGill discusses the importance of choosing appro-
priate note groupings to facilitate phrasing.16 Several passages throughout the concerto contain 
neighbor tones and passing tones. Grouping these notes according to guidelines set forth by 
McGill enables the performer to create clear phrases. The execution of note groupings also al-
lows the audience to connect with the intended phrasing. 
Movement I 
The opening seven measures of the concerto contain a pastorale quality that is produced 
by creating a rich sound using the vowel “OH” inside the mouth. Breaths should be full and un-
hurried. The final three notes of the passage in measures 6 and 7 set up the clarinet entrance and 
should diminuendo into a seamless exchange between voices. Vibrato should be low and slow 
throughout the passage. Exercise 53 from Tone Development Through Interpretation by Moyse 
is helpful in building the flexibility required for this passage due to its intervals and descending 
 
15 In my interview with Plog, he stated that his fascination with the flute’s ability to multiple-tongue was birthed 
from listening to Maurice Ravel’s Alborado del gracioso (1904-1905/1918). This fascination led to the creation of 
the material in the third movement of Concerto for Flute and Wind Ensemble. 
16 McGill, Anthony. Sound in Motion: A Performer’s Guide to Greater Musical Expression: 100-104. McGill 
describes the importance of determining note groupings based upon how they function within the larger phrase. 
Neighbor tones belong to the note they embellish and passing tones belong to the notes to which they pass. 
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lines. The exercise should be practiced both as written and an octave higher for maximum re-
sults. 
The color of the solo flute entrance in measure 9 should match that of the clarinets who 
are performing accompaniment material in this passage. This color is created using the vowel 
“ö.” The front and middle of the tongue should be slightly higher and more forward in the 
mouth. The lips are shaped for the vowel “OO” while the tongue is shaped for the vowel “EE.” 
Because the solo flute is imitating the color of the clarinets, and to ensure stability of this particu-
lar color, minimal vibrato should be used. Beginning in measure 11, the color should shift back 
to the opening color so that it blends with the oboe entrance in measure 13. Exercise 80 from 
Tone Development Through Interpretation is helpful in practicing the transitions between both 
colors. Be sure to create seamless large ascending intervals by moving the lips forward between 
notes. 
Measures 19 through 29 require fluid tone and technique. The color created by the com-
bination of the clarinets and horns in the accompaniment allows the solo flute to feel supported 
while using a sweet sound in this passage. The vowel inside the mouth should be “OO” and vi-
brato should be present, but not overbearing. Breaths must be full and unobtrusive with regards 
to internal pulse. In order to successfully execute this passage, the fingers should play fluidly 
without gripping the instrument. Exercise 41 from Tone Development Through Interpretation is 
helpful in practicing the coordination of all of these elements. 
The next passage, measures 31 through 67, requires a brilliant sound with clear, precise 
articulation. I added articulation to this passage in the critical edition to better accommodate the 
joyful character of the music. Staccato notes should be vibrant and resonant with space on either 
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side of the note. The vowel inside the mouth should be “OO. ‘ To create the appropriate articula-
tion, the tongue should be forward in the mouth and use the consonant “D” for legato and a com-
bination of “D” and “T” for staccato. Exercise 86 in Tone Development Through Interpretation 
and Articulation 5 from 28 Day Warm-Up Book for All Flutists are helpful in developing the res-
onant sound and articulation required in this passage. 
The solo flute line in measures 81 through 89 serves as a descant to the accompaniment. 
It should be light and articulate, using the vowel “IH” and a very delicate “L-G” for double-
tonguing. The aperture must be small and stable with the use of very little air, in order for all 
notes to speak. Breathing in this passage should be minimal so as to maintain rhythmic integrity 
in the rests. Practicing Articulation 7 from 28 Day Warm-Up Book for All Flutists as written and 
an octave higher is beneficial for developing the articulation dexterity required in this passage. 
The passage from measures 99 through 120 requires fluid technique. The fingers should 
be agile and rounded, without gripping the instrument. Approaching this material with phrasing 
in mind will help the fingers from getting stuck. By focusing on motion toward and away from 
arrival points, as well as note groupings, the performer will have more command over technique. 
Fingers 4 and Fingers 7 from 28 Day Warm-Up Book will help build technical proficiency in this 
section. 
The cadenza in the first movement combines music from the opening of the concerto and 
presents material that is developed in the third movement. The first phrase should be performed 
freely with a powerful, vibrant sound. The second phrase should be reminiscent of the opening 
seven measures of the concerto, while the Presto should interrupt this phrase as it foreshadows 
music from the third movement. The third phrase is subdued and builds into the second Presto of 
the cadenza. This second Presto should be assertive with emphasis placed on the lower notes of 
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the large intervals. Beginning in measure 137, the cadenza should be played in strict time until 
the final 16th notes descend into the beginning of the second movement. 
Movement II 
The second movement requires endurance with regards to tone production and breath 
control. It is beneficial to think of the movement in 2/2 time, rather than in 4/4 time. This allows 
the music to move linearly according to phrasing, rather than vertically which creates musical 
resistance for the soloist. The color used should be expansive and warm. Vibrato should be roll-
ing and within the sound. Exercise 65 from Tone Development Through Interpretation can be 
practiced to develop the necessary breath-control for successful performance of this movement. 
For added security, slow the tempo of this exercise to half tempo while maintaining dynamics 
and breath-control. 
Measures 62 through 64 should be passionate with an operatic quality to them. The color 
becomes vibrant with a spinning vibrato from measures 65 through 79. In order to create this 
character without a frantic sound, the vibrato should be controlled and the dynamic should be 
moderate throughout. The embouchure creates smooth transitions between all intervals. Intervals 
4 and 5 from 28 Day Warm-Up Book will help build the flexibility and control required for this 
condition. 
The final five measures of the second movement require a calm sound for two reasons: 
the music dictates it, and the performer needs to guard against tension before beginning the third 
movement of the concerto. The twelve measures of rest prior to these measures should be used to 
slow the heart rate, make sure the mouth is hydrated, and relax the tongue and fingers. Measures 
92 through 96 should have an air of floating as the flutist transitions attaca into the third move-
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ment. Sonority 2 from 28 Day Warm-Up Book will build this skill. For an additional develop-
ment of the skills required for this transition, practice this exercise after doing physical calisthen-
ics, then immediately play Articulation 1 from 28 Day Warm-Up Book. 
Movement III 
The challenges posed in the third movement include the development of articulation en-
durance and the fatigue that is present at the end of a single-movement concerto. In order for suc-
cessful completion of the third movement, the body should remain engaged, but calm, and pas-
sages that are slurred or that contain rests should be used as a time to loosen the tongue, fingers 
and body, and rehydrate the mouth. 
The opening articulation theme from measures 3 through 34 reappears in measures 72 
through 79. The consonant used to articulate in these passages should be “D-G” so that the 
tongue remains active, but will not fatigue easily. The character should be bright with a light, 
clear articulation. Articulation 1, 2, 3, and 6 from 28 Day Warm-Up Book will aid in developing 
the endurance necessary for this movement. For added evenness of articulation, practice this ex-
ercise with both “D-G” and inverted “G-D.” Build the length of the exercise gradually by added 
one line every few days. Begin at a slow to moderate tempo so that good habits are developed. 
Gradually increase speed over the course of several weeks, returning to a slow speed every few 
days to instill good habits. 
Measures 40 through 49 should have a joyful character similar to Movement II, measures 
65 through 79. The sixteenth notes in measures 46 and 47 should have full value and a brilliant 
core to the sound. Exercise 90 in Tone Development Through Interpretation provides similar 
rhythms that can be practiced with attention to tone on each of the sixteenth notes. 
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Maintaining rhythmic integrity in measures 114 through 125 is imperative for cohesion 
with the ensemble. Utilizing the accents in the critical edition helps to stabilize the internal pulse. 
The tone in this section should be full and slightly edgy, without cracking. The articulation 
should be crisp and precise. In order to accomplish both of these goals, the embouchure should 
remain steady and the airstream should remain constant. Breaths should be kept a minimum in 
order to preserve rhythmic integrity. For rhythmic unity with the ensemble, staccatos should be 
short and snappy, and tied notes should have clear releases without a taper prior to release. Artic-
ulation 5 from 28 Day Warm-Up Book should be practiced in all registers to develop these skills. 
The cadenza in measure 143 should be played freely with a dirty, gritty jazzy sound, and 
articulation should be in legato style in order to avoid cracking notes. When the snare drum en-
ters in measure 144, the rhythm should be strictly observed until the rest of the ensemble enters 
in measure 153. The material in measures 153 through 178 was composed specifically for the 
2019 performance with The North Texas Wind Symphony. Plog specified that it was not to be at 
the forefront of the concerto, but was to sound like a jazzy, improvised descant over the chorale 
in the wind ensemble. The color should be light with a gentle articulation. The final five 
measures of the concerto should be performed boldly as the main articulation theme returns after 





The demand for works for solo flute and wind ensemble is high. Plog’s Concerto for 
Flute and Wind Ensemble is a substantial work that deserves exposure within this genre. Updates 
made by both the composer and the North Texas Wind Symphony, as well as the solo flute criti-
cal edition created for the 2019 performance, further enhance the work. This concerto provides 
opportunity for the soloist and ensemble to showcase artistic and technical mastery, while instru-
mentation throughout the concerto makes it accessible for many ensembles. 
The newly composed material for the solo flute by the composer reinforces the conclu-
sion of the piece, while the addition of updated articulations, dynamics, and phrasing indications 
provide the soloist with additional opportunities to present a strong performance. The material 
added by the North Texas Wind Symphony serves to support the ensemble. The composer’s use 
of the many moods and colors of the flute invite audience members to connect with the work in 
an artistic capacity. My hope is that this document and project will bring awareness to this sub-
stantial work for flute and wind ensemble.
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APPENDIX 
CONCERTO FOR FLUTE AND WIND ENSEMBLE
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